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I. Read the conversation and circle the adjectives.

Asking and giving opinions - Comics

Date: ____________

I. Read the conversation and circle the adjectives.

A: Hey, Carl. Do you like comics?

A: Hey, Carl. Do you like comics?

B: Yes, I do. My favorite comic is Deadpool. It’s really cool and amazing.

B: Yes, I do. My favorite comic is Deadpool. It’s really cool and amazing.

What do you think of this comic?

What do you think of this comic?

A: I don’t like it. I think it’s boring and vulgar.

A: I don’t like it. I think it’s boring and vulgar.

B: Why do you say that? The comic is violent and a little bloody but Deadpool

B: Why do you say that? The comic is violent and a little bloody but Deadpool

fights against the bad guys.

fights against the bad guys.

A: He’s a killer! In my opinion, he’s an anti-hero!

A: He’s a killer! In my opinion, he’s an anti-hero!

B: Maybe you’re right. However, he saves people and does heroic things.

B: Maybe you’re right. However, he saves people and does heroic things.

II. Classify the following sentences into positive and negative. Put a “P” for
positive and “N” for negative.

II. Classify the following sentences into positive and negative. Put a “P” for
positive and “N” for negative.

1. It’s really cool and amazing. ____
2. I don’t like it. ____
3. I think it’s boring and vulgar. ____
4. The comic is violent and a little bloody. ____
5. I don’t think so. ____
6. You’re right. ____
III. Complete the conversation.

1. It’s really cool and amazing. ____
2. I don’t like it. ____
3. I think it’s boring and vulgar. ____
4. The comic is violent and a little bloody. ____
5. I don’t think so. ____
6. You’re right. ____
III. Complete the conversation.

because – what – like – think - why

because – what – like – think - why

A: Do you _______________ this comic?
B: I think it’s interesting.
_______________ do you think about it?
B: I _______________ it’s very predictable.
A: Really? _______________ do you say that?
B: _______________ the main character is look like
Spider-man. He has the same powers.
IV. Put the words in order to make opinions.

A: Do you _______________ this comic?
B: I think it’s interesting.
_______________ do you think about it?
B: I _______________ it’s very predictable.
A: Really? _______________ do you say that?
B: _______________ the main character is look like
Spider-man. He has the same powers.
IV. Put the words in order to make opinions.

1. in my / is boring / this comic strip / opinion

1. in my / is boring / this comic strip / opinion

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

2. in / funny and / my / opinion / is / the main character / interesting

2. in / funny and / my / opinion / is / the main character / interesting

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

3. illustrations / I / are / think / the / that / awesome

3. illustrations / I / are / think / the / that / awesome

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________
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